in the blood jefferson tayte genealogical mystery steve - in the blood jefferson tayte genealogical mystery steve robinson on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers two hundred years ago a loyalist family fled to england to escape the american war of independence and seemingly vanished into thin air american genealogist jefferson tayte is hired to find out what happened, jefferson tayte genealogical mystery 7 book series - from acclaimed author steve robinson comes a bold new jefferson tayte mystery on a foggy night in 1914 the ocean liner empress of ireland sank en route between canada and england the disaster saw a loss of life comparable to the titanic and the lusitania and yet her tragedy has been forgotten when genealogist jefferson tayte is shown a locket belonging to one of the empress s victims, steve robinson book series in order - initially working for a telecommunications organization before he put pen to paper steve robinson is an english man of letters robinson was born in kent in the uk
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